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Let ((Zt), Pz) be a Bessel process of dimension :>0 started at z under Pz for
z0. Then the maximal inequality
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt )\ pp&(2&:)+
p(2&:)
Ez(Z p{ )&
p
p&(2&:)
z p
is shown to be satisfied for all stopping times { for (Zt) with Ez({ p2)<, and all
p>(2&:) 6 0. The constants ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) and p( p&(2&:)) are the
best possible. If * is the greater root of the equation *1&(2&:)p&*=(2&:)
(cp&c(2&:)), the equality is attained in the limit through the stopping times
{*, p=inf[t>0 : Z pt * max
0rt
Z pr ]
when c tends to the best constant ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) from above. Moreover we
show that Ez({
q2
*, p)< if and only if *>((1&(2&:)q) 6 0)
p(2&:). The proof of
the inequality is based upon solving the optimal stopping problem
V
*
(z)=sup
{
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt &cZ
p
{ )
by applying the principle of smooth fit and the maximality principle. In addition,
the exact formula for the expected waiting time of the optimal strategy is derived
by applying the minimality principle. The main emphasis of the paper is on the
explicit expressions obtained.  2000 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 60G40, 60E15, 60G44, 60J60.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main aim of this paper is to present a sharp maximal inequality of
Doob’s type for Bessel process of dimension :>0 which may start at any
non-negative point. More precisely, let ((Yt), Pz) be the square of a Bessel
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process of dimension :>0 which starts at z20 under Pz . Thus for every
z0, (Yt) is the only non-negative (strong) solution to the stochastic
differential equation
dYt=: dt+2 - |Yt | dBt Pz-a.s., (1.1)
where (Bt) is a standard Brownian motion. (For more information about
(the square of) Bessel processes see [9] and [3].) The process (Yt) is a
submartingale. The infinitesimal operator of (Yt) on (0, ) is given by
LY=:

y
+2y
2
y2
, (1.2)
while the boundary point 0 is an instantaneous reflecting boundary if
0<:<2, and an entrance boundary if :2. The square of a Bessel process
of dimension :=n # N may be realized as the square of radial part of a
n-dimensional Brownian motion (B (n)t )=(B
1
t , ..., B
n
t ), i.e., Yt=
n
k=1(B
k
t )
2,
where (B1t ), ..., (B
n
t ) are mutually independent Brownian motions. The non-
negative process (Zt)=(- Yt ) is called a Bessel process of dimension :>0.
It starts at z under Pz . The process (Zt) is a submartingale if :1, and not
a semimartingale if 0<:<1.
Due to Dubins et al. [3] the following maximal inequality for Bessel
process of dimension :>0 is known to be valid,
E0( max
0t{
Zt)#(:) - E0({), (1.3)
for all stopping times { for (Zt), and the constant #(:) is shown to be
behave like - : for large :, i.e.,
#(:)- :  1 for :  . (1.4)
In the paper of Graversen and Peskir [4] one finds results on the rate of
convergence in (1.4), after a reformulation of the problem in (1.3) to a
more adequate form
E0( max
0t{
Z2t )1(:)
2 E0({)
for all stopping times { for (Zt).
Motivated by these results the main aim of this paper is to find explicitly
the best constants in Doob’s maximal inequality for Bessel process which
may start at any given point z. The main result is the following inequality,
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which could be thought of as Doob’s maximal inequality for Bessel
processes (see Remark 2.2 below)
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt )\ pp&(2&:)+
p(2&:)
Ez(Z p{ )&
p
p&(2&:)
z p (1.5)
for all stopping times { for (Zt) satisfying Ez({ p2)<, and all
p>(2&:) 6 0. Moreover the constants ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) and
p( p&(2&:)) are the best possible. The inequality (1.5) is obtained as a
consequence of the inequality
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt )cEz(Z
p
{ )+\1+cp&c(2&:)2&: *&
cp
2&:
*1&(2&:)p+ z p,
(1.6)
which is valid for all stopping times { for (Zt) with Ez({ p2)< whenever
c( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) and where * is the greater root of the equation
*1&(2&:)p&*=(2&:)(cp&c(2&:)).
The equality in (1.6) is attained when c>( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) at the
stopping time
{*, p=inf[t>0 : Z pt * max
0rt
Z pr ].
Moreover we show that Ez({q2*, p)< if and only if *>((1&(2&:)q)
6 0) p(2&:). In addition, an explicit formula for the expectation of {*, p is
derived. Note that the inequality (1.5) is already known in the case :=1
(see [8]) where (Zt) may be realized as a reflected Brownian motion.
The method of proof relies upon the principle of smooth fit (see [3] and
[6]) and the maximality principle (see [5]). The main emphasis in this
paper is on the explicit expressions obtained.
2. THE INEQUALITY
The main result of the paper is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let ((Zt), Pz) be a Bessel process of dimension :>0
started at z under Pz for z0. Then the inequality
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt )\ pp&(2&:)+
p(2&:)
Ez(Z p{ )&
p
p&(2&:)
z p (2.1)
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is satisfied for all stopping times { for (Zt) with Ez({ p2)<, and all
p>(2&:) 6 0. The constants ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) and p( p&(2&:))
are the best possible. If * is the greater root of the equation *1&(2&:)p&*=
(2&:)(cp&c(2&:)), the equality is attained in the limit through the stop-
ping times
{*, p=inf[t>0 : Z pt * max
0rt
Z pr ]
when c tends to the best constant ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) from above. More-
over for given q>0 we have Ez({q2*, p)< if and only if *>((1&(2&:)q)
6 0) p(2&:). In the case :=2 the inequality (2.1) is considered to be of
the form
Ez( max
0t{
Z pt )eEz(Z
p
{ )&z
p
obtained from (2.1) by passing to the limit as :  2.
Proof. Let :>0 be given, and for simplicity assume that :{2. (The
case :=2 could be treated similarly.) Given 0xs, consider the optimal
stopping problem
V
*
(x, s)=sup
{
Ex, s(S{&cX{), (2.2)
where the supremum is taken over all stopping times { for (Zt) satisfying
Ex, s({ p2)<, and the process (Xt) and the maximum process (St) are
respectively given by
Xt=Z pt
St=( max
0rt
Xr) 6 s
with p>(2&:) 6 0 and c>( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) given and fixed. The
expectation in (2.2) is taken with respect to the probability measure
Pz :=Px, s under which the process (Xt) starts at x :=z p and the process
(St) starts at s.
By the Ito^ formula it is easily verified that the infinitesimal operator of
(Xt) on (0, ) is given by
LX=
p( p&(2&:))
2
x1&2p

x
+
p2
2
x2&2p
2
x2
(2.3)
while the boundary point 0 is an instantaneous reflecting boundary if
0<:<2, and an entrance boundary if :2.
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If the supremum in (2.2) is attained we know from the general theory of
optimal stopping that the following exit time of the Markov process
(Xt , St) may be optimal
{
*
=inf[t>0 : Xtg*(St)],
where s [ g
*
(s)<s is the optimal stopping boundary to be found. Thus to
compute the value function V
*
for g
*
(s)<x<s and to determine the
optimal stopping boundary g
*
it is natural to formulate the following
system (see [3])
LX V(x, s)=0 for g*(s)<x<s (2.4)
V(x, s)|x= g*(s)+ =s&cg*(s) (instantaneous stopping) (2.5)
V
x
(x, s)} x= g*(s)+ =&c (smooth fit) (2.6)
V
s
(x, s)}x=s& =0 (normal reflection) (2.7)
with LX in (2.3). The system (2.4)(2.7) forms a free boundary problem.
The condition (2.6) is imposed since we expect that the principle of smooth
fit should hold.
The general solution to (2.4) is given by
V(x, s)=A(s) x(2&:)p+B(s) (2.8)
where s [ A(s) and s [ B(s) are unknown functions. By (2.5) and (2.6) we
find
A(s)=&
cp
2&:
g
*
(s)1&(2&:)p and B(s)=s+
cp&c(2&:)
2&:
g
*
(s).
(2.9)
Inserting (2.9) into (2.8) we obtain
V(x, s)=s+
cp&c(2&:)
2&:
g
*
(s)&
cp
2&:
(g
*
(s)x)1&(2&:)p x (2.10)
for g
*
(s)xs. Finally, by the last boundary condition (2.7) we find that
s [ g
*
(s) is to satisfy the differential equation
g$(s)=
2&:
cp&c(2&:)<((sg(s))(2&:)p&1)
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for s>0. This differential equation admits a linear solution g
*
(s)=*s for
s>0 where the given 0<*<1 is to satisfy the equation
*1&(2&:)p&*=(2&:)(cp&c(2&:)). (2.11)
By elementary analysis of (2.11) one shows that the conditions c>( p( p&
(2&:))) p(2&:) and p>(2&:) 6 0 ensure that there are exactly two roots,
and the greater root satisfies *>(1&(2&:)p) p(2&:). Motivated by the
maximality principle (see [5]) we shall choose the greater * satisfying
(2.11). Inserting this into (2.10), our candidate for the value function V
*
defined in (2.2) is therefore given by
V(x, s)={s+
cp&c(2&:)
2&:
*s&
cp
2&:
(*sx)1&(2&:)p if *s<xs
,
s&cx if 0x*s
(2.12)
where 0<*<1 is the greater root in (2.11). The corresponding candidate
for the optimal stopping time {
*
is then to be
{
*
=inf[t>0 : Xt*St]. (2.13)
In the next step we will show that the candidates for the value function
given by (2.12) and the optimal stopping time given by (2.13) are indeed
correct.
First, we verify that the stopping time {
*
fulfills the integrability condi-
tion Ex, s({ p2)<. Denote the stopping time {*, p given by
{*, p=inf[t>0 : Xt*St], (2.14)
where 0<*<1. Let q>0 be given, then Ex, s({q2*, p) is finite if and only if
*>((1&(2&:)q) 6 0) p(2&:). Indeed, by the BurkholderDavisGundy
inequality for Bessel processes (see [2]) we see that Ex, s({q2*, p)< if and
only if Ex, s(S qp{* , p)<. By a result in [1] we have
Px(S{* , pr)=exp \&|
r
x
S$(u)
S(u)&S(*u)
du+
for rs, where S(x)= p(x(2&:)p&1)(2&:) is the scale function for (Xt).
From this it is easily seen that Ex, s(S qp{* , p)< if and only if
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*>((1&(2&:)q) 6 0) p(2&:). Furthermore in the case q= p when *>
((1&(2&:)p) 6 0) p(2&:) we have that
Ex, s(S{*, p)=\ 11&*(2&:)p \1&
(2&:) *(2&:)p
(2&:)& p(1&*(2&:)p)+
+
1
1&*(2&:)p \
2&:
(2&:)& p(1&*(2&:)p)
&1+ \xs+
(2&:)p
+ s.
(2.15)
Next, we verify that the formula (2.12) is correct. The function V in
(2.12) depends on x through y=x2p and therefore we define the function
U such that U( y, s)=V(x, s), y=x2p, i.e.,
U( y, s)
={s+
cp&c(2&:)
2&:
*s&
cp
2&:
(*s)1&(2&:)p y1&:2 if *s< y p2s
s&cy p2 if 0 y p2*s.
They square of a Bessel process (Yt)=(X 2pt ) is a semimartingale for all :,
thus applying the Ito^Tanaka formula (two-dimensionally) to U(Yt , St) we
get Px, s -a.s.
V(Xt , St)=U(Yt , St)=U( y ps, s)+|
t
0
U
y
(Yu , Su) dYu
+|
t
0
U
s
(Yu , Su) dSu+
1
2 |
t
0
2U
y2
(Yu , Su) d[Y]u ,
where LY is given in (1.2), and (
2Uy2)(*s, s) is defined to be zero. Since
the increment dSu equals zero outside the diagonal y p2=s and U satisfies
the normal reflection condition
U
s
( y, s)} y p2=s& =0
we have that
|
t
0
U
s
(Yu , Su) dSu=0.
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Moreover by (1.1) and (1.2) we have
V(Xt , St)=V(x, s)+|
t
0
LYU(Yu , Su) du+Mt (2.16)
where (Mt) is a continuous local martingale given by
Mt=2 |
t
0
U
y
(Yu , Su) - Yu dBu .
Since the set of those u>0 for which Y p2u =Su is of Lebesgue measure
zero, and LYU( y, s)0 for 0 y p2<s, we get  t0 LYU(Yu , Su) du0.
Hence we have the inequality
V(Xt , St)V(x, s)+Mt . (2.17)
Let { be any stopping time for (Zt) satisfying Ex, s({ p2)< and let
[{k]k1 be a localization sequence of bounded stopping times for (Mt). By
Doob’s optional sampling theorem and the inequality (2.17) we get
Ex, s(V(X{ 7 {k , S{ 7{k))V(x, s) and letting k   and using Fatou’s
lemma we have that
Ex, s(V(X{ , S{))V(x, s).
Since V(x, s)s&cx for all 0xs we get
Ex, s(S{&cX{)Ex, s(V(X{ , S{))V(x, s)
and taking supremum over all stopping times { for (Zt) satisfying
Ex, s({ p2)< we obtain
V
*
(x, s)V(x, s). (2.18)
Finally, to prove that the equality in (2.18) is attained, and that the
stopping time (2.13) is optimal, it is enough to verify that
V(x, s)=Ex, s(S{*&cX{*). (2.19)
For *s<x<s we have by the definition of the stopping time {
*
that
X{*=*S{* in law and since * is a root in the equation (2.11) we have by
(2.15) that
Ex, s(S{*&cX{*)=(1&c*) Ex, s(S{*)=V(x, s).
For 0x*s then {
*
=0 and so Ex, s(S{*&cX{*)=s&cx=V(x, s).
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In particular, since V=V
*
we have from (2.12) that
V
*
(x, x)=\1+cp&c(2&:)2&: *&
cp
2&:
*1&(2&:)p+ x
for c>( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:). Letting c a ( p( p&(2&:))) p(2&:) and
thereby * a (1&(2&:)p) p(2&:) we get by the definition of the value
function (2.2) that
Ex(S{)\ pp&(2&:)+
p(2&:)
Ex(X{)&
p
p&(2&:)
x
for all stopping times { for (Zt) with Ex({ p2)<. The sharpness of the
inequality follows from the definition of the value function (2.2). The proof
is complete. K
Remark 2.2. Note that from the above remarks about the Bessel pro-
cess (Zt) it follows that (Z rt) is a submartingale whenever r2 for :>0,
as well as r1 for :1. In the case :2 Ito^ formula can be applied to
(Y r2t )=(Z
r
t) since the boundary point 0 is an entrance boundary, and one
easily verifies that (Zrt) is a submartingale for r>0. In the case 0<:<2 the
inequality (2.1) indicates that (Zrt) might be a submartingale if r2&:
because it satisfies Doob’s maximal inequality for non-negative submar-
tingales. In particular, note if r=2&: then the first constant in (2.1) is
equal to the best constant in Doob’s maximal inequality in the sense that
E0( max
0t{
(Zrt)
p)\ (2&:) p(2&:) p&(2&:)+
(2&:) p(2&:)
E0((Zr{)
p)
=\ pp&1+
p
E0((Zr{)
p),
where p>1. This is already known in the case :=1 (see [8]).
3. THE EXPECTED WAITING TIME
In this section we compute the expectation of the optimal stopping time
{
*
constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let {*, p be the stopping time
defined in (2.14) for 0<*<1. Then our task is to derive a closed formula
for the function
m*, p(x, s)=Ex, s({*, p)
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for 0xs. If the minimal non-negative solution to the system
LX m*, p(x, s)=&1 for *s<x<s (3.1)
m*, p(x, s)|x=*s+ =0 (instantaneous stopping) (3.2)
m*, p
s
(x, s)}x=s& =0 (normal reflection) (3.3)
exists then by the minimality principle m*, p equals this solution (see [7]),
where LX is given in (2.3). Assume again that :{2. (The case :=2 could
be treated similarly.) The general solution to (3.1) is given by
m*, p(x, s)=A(s)+B(s) x(2&:)p&
1
:
x2p,
where s [ A(s) and s [ B(s) are unknown functions. By (3.2) and (3.3) we
find
A(s)=&
*2p
2*(2&:)p&:
s2p&C*(2&:)ps(2&:)p&2
and B(s)=
2*2p
:(2*(2&:)p&:)
s:p+Cs&2
whenever (:2) p(2&:)<*<1, where
2=
(2&:) *(2&:)p
p(*(2&:)p&1)
and C is an unknown constant. It is now easily verified that the minimal
non-negative solution corresponds to C=0. Hence we have the following
result.
Proposition 3.1. Let ((Zt), Pz) be a Bessel process of dimension :>0
started at z>0 under Pz . Let p>0 be given. Then for the stopping time {*, p
defined in (2.14) we have
Ex, s({*, p)={
2*2p
:(2* (2&:)p&:)
(sx):p x2p
&
*2p
2*(2&:)p&:
s&
1
:
x2p if (:2) p(2&:)<*<1
 if 0<*(:2) p(2&:)
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for *s<xs, where x :=z p. (Note that Ex, s({*, p)=0 for 0<x*s.) In the
case :=2, the formula is considered to be of the form
Ex, s({*, p)=
*2p
p log(*2p)+ p
log(sx) s2p&
*2p
2 log(*2p)+2
s2p&
1
2
x2p
if e&p2<*<1 obtained by passing to the limit as :  2.
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